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Warning: Mostly work in progress
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Modern search engines

How does a search engine select which results to present?
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So many criteria

• Aboutness

• Potential impact on reputation

• Importance

• Timeliness

• Quality

• Bias

• Fit with task/background

• Freshness

• Interestingness

• . . .
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That’s not how it works . . .

Ranker development

• Traditionally, manual labor

• Think about what it means for

a document to match a query

• Combination of term frequency,

document frequency, document

length E.g.,
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So many rankers . . .

• Content-based

• Boolean model, extended Boolean model, . . .

• Vector space model, latent semantic indexing, . . .

• BM25 model, statistical language model, . . .

• Span-based model, distance-aggregation model, . . .

• Structure-based

• Document structure

• Site structure

• Link structure

• Based on interaction behavior

• Number of visits, . . .

• Clicks, . . .

• ⇒ Documents represented by feature vectors

• Features extracted for every query-document pair (e.g., score output

by a traditional retrieval model)

• Combine a large number of features

• Incorporate new retrieval model by including the model’s output
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So many learning to rank methods
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So many learning to rank methods

Category Algorithms

Pointwise  
approach

Regression-based: Least square retrieval (TOIS 1989), 
Regression tree for ordinal class prediction (FI 2000), … 
Classification: Discriminative model for IR (SIGIR 2004), … 
Ordinal regression: Pranking (NIPS 2002), OAP-BPM (ECML 
2003), Ranking with large margin principles (NIPS 2002), … 

Pairwise  
approach

Learning to retrieve information (SCC 1995), Learning to order 
things (NIPS 1998), Ranking SVM (ICANN 1999), Rankboost 
(JMLR 2003), LDM (SIGIR 2005), RankNet (ICML 2005), 
Frank (SIGIR 2007), MHR (SIGIR 2007), GBRank (SIGIR 
2007), QBRank (NIPS 2007), MPRank (ICML 2007), …

Listwise  
approach 

Non-measure specific: ListNet (ICML 2007), ListMLE (ICML 
2008), BoltzRank (ICML 2009), … 
Measure-specific: AdaRank (SIGIR 2007), SVM-MAP (SIGIR 
2007), SoftRank (LR4IR 2007), RankGP (LR4IR), …
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Widely used ones
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Ranker development

• Traditionally

• Train and tune offline, then deploy online

• Supervised learning paradigm

• Move away from supervised paradigm

• Weakly supervised rankers?

• A search engine that improves by being used, not in a supervised

manner but in a weakly supervised way?
• Learn from the natural interactions with users

• To evaluate rankers

• To combine rankers

• To create individual rankers

• Why is this a good idea?

• Why is this a bad idea?
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Explaining machine learned search results

In the machine learning community

• “A mismatch between the mathematical optimization in

high-dimensionality characteristic of machine learning and the

demands of human-scale reasoning and styles of interpretation.”

• “Ensemble methods like random forests pose a particular challenge,

as predictions result from an aggregation or averaging procedure.”

• “Neural networks, especially with the rise of deep learning, pose

perhaps the biggest challenge?what hope is there of explaining the

weights learned in a multilayer neural net with a complex

architecture?”

Solution directions

• Quantify the influence of input variables

• Produce understandable approximations of state-of-the-art methods

• Depending on the target audience, verbalize
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Search: entity-wise

• Entity-panels show structured

information about an entity

• Make related triples

understandable

• Task: Given a triple from a

knowledge graph, generate a

sentence that describes it
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Search: entity-wise

• Approach

• Given a pair of entities and a relation

• Find and enrich candidate sentences

• Learn to rank candidate sentences by how well they describe the

relation (text, entities, relation, source)

• Where are we?

• Significant improvements over state of the art sentence retrieval

• Learn models per relation

• Expanded to tail entities

• Expanding to end-to-end learning

• Target user of explanation: non-professional end user
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Other example: Classification

• Rank features used for

classification by their

contribution to the classifier’s

decision

• Show for how many instances

the features contribute to the

decision

• Example: predict interest in

product for ad placement;

features are sites visited

previously

• Target user: analyst

J. Moeyersoms et al. Explaining classification models built on

high-dimensional sparse data. ICML 2016 Workshop on Human

Interpretability in Machine Learning
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Something else now.
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News matters

Last year we saw a proliferation of disinformation online.

“Fake news” sites interfered with political discourse and sentiment

around the world.
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News search

What can we do to help restore a common fact base?

If there is any kryptonite to false information, it’s transparency

How can technology platforms expose more information about the

content people are seeing, and why they’re seeing it?

Need this visibility – it sheds light on process and origins of information

and creates a structure for accountability
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Explaining news search

How can we explain news search and news recommendation results?
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Interacting with explanations at Blendle

Do people want explanations for their personalized news

recommendations?

Do they care about the type of explanation?

Do explanations impact news consumer behavior?
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Interacting with explanations at Blendle
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Interacting with explanations at Blendle

Outcomes of a user study

• Significant majority of news users wants an explanation

• No significant differences in preference for one explanation type

over another

Outcomes of A/B test

• Explanations drive traffic

• You can have your cake and eat it!
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Generating explanations at Blendle

Pointwise explanations

• How does an item get its score

• I.e., which feature contributes most to the score of a log linear

learning to rank model

• Treating ranking as a classification problem

Listwise

• Which features contribute most to the position of a document in a

ranking

• Consider all documents in the ranking and determine to which degree

the ranking changes if we change the scores for a given feature

Stay tuned . . .
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Wrapping up

Explain search and recommendation results

Who are the target users

How do we assess explanations?
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